Abstract-We investigate the problem of using many machines Google's computing infrastructure, coupled with their imto represent, encode and decode an error-correcting code with an plementation of the MapReduce programming model [6] proextremely large block length. Standard algorithms for encoding vides such framework. In this preliminary report, we explore and decoding run into problems when scaled to a block length the application of this infrastructure to the problem of encodthat does not allow random access to the data. We apply the applicod in frarge to th e give ome massive computing infrastructure at Google together with the ing and decoding a very large Tornado code. We give some MapReduce programming abstraction to encode and decode a background on both Tornado codes and MapReduce, then go Tornado code over the erasure channel.
applicod in frarge to th e give ome massive computing infrastructure at Google together with the ing and decoding a very large Tornado code. We give some MapReduce programming abstraction to encode and decode a background on both Tornado codes and MapReduce, then go Tornado code over the erasure channel.
into detail about how encoding and decoding are performed. Our experimental work is ongoing, and will be summarized in a subsequent report.
New advances in error-correcting codes are making it possible to achieve nearly optimal tradeoffs between rate and error-II. BACKGROUND correcting performance, with simple and efficient encoding A M and decoding algorithms. For example, Tornado codes [1] offer apReduce essentially optimal performance in the erasure channel, with MapReduce is a powerful programming abstraction for perlinear-time encoding and decoding algorithms. Guruswami and forming operations over large data sets [6] . The user provides Indyk [2] give a class of linear-time encodable and decodable a map function and a reduce function; the map function pronear-MDS codes over channels with errors. Turbo codes [3] cesses the input, producing a set of (key, value) pairs that are are practical codes that operate over noisy channels, and passed to the reduce function grouped by key. These functions achieve superb performance with very simple encoding and are executed in parallel (as appropriate) over the large data set, decoding schemes. hiding details like load-balancing, fault-tolerance, and interWhen these schemes are scaled up to extremely large block process communication. The implementation of MapReduce lengths, however, new challenges arise. Suppose we had a at Google can routinely handle many terabytes of data at very large data file say a terabyte (240 bytes) that we need one time, running over thousands of commodity machines.
to store on some faulty medium. We would like to encode The simple interface allows the user to define new processes this file using an error-correcting code without breaking it up efficiently, and automates all the complexities of parallelization into pieces, thus taking advantage of its large size for better and scaling that arise when handling large amounts of data error-correcting performance. At this size, it is impossible over many machines. even to write down a generator matrix, let alone use it for For the purposes of running a MapReduce, we regard our encoding. Thus an LDPC code [4] or a Reed-Solomon code [5] input data file as a set of records. The user-defined map is basically out of the question. Even linear-time schemes function takes as input one of these records, and outputs a set like Tornado codes suffer the problem of needing fast random of (key, value) pairs. (The form and purpose of these pairs is access to information or code bits, which at this size is quite up to the user.) The user-defined reduce function takes as input inefficient; indeed a data file of this size cannot fit into the a key k and set V of values, and produces arbitrary output. memory (or even the disk) of a commodity machine by today's When the user executes the MapReduce, the map function standards.
is executed on every record, producing a large set of these For extremely large block lengths, we need encoding and (key, value) pairs (repeats are allowed). For each key k that is decoding algorithms that use only a few "passes" over the output by the map phase, all the values from pairs with key k data, and preferably each pass can be performed in parallel are gathered into a set V (this is handled automatically by the using multiple machines. Such large-scale operations require a MapReduce library), and the reduce function is run on (k, V), computing framework that can handle massively parallel algo-producing whatever output the user defines. For more details rithms, dealing with issues like fault-tolerance, task scheduling on how these phases are implemented over multiple machines, and inter-machine communication.
we refer the reader to [6] .
1-4244-0036-8/06/$20.00 ©)2006 IEEE This simple abstraction is capable of some very powerful of the graph Gi. The value A} represents the probability that operations on large data sets. For example, suppose we had a message node in Gi has degree j, and pJ is the same for a set of web pages, and we would like to build an index of check nodes. In [1] they give both theoretical results proving reverse-links; that is, we would like to be able to quickly look that there exist degree distributions that approach capacity, up which web pages point to a particular web page. For this as well as useful techniques for constructing good degree task, we write the map function to take as input the contents distributions in practice. In this report, we simply treat the and address of a web page. When processing page p, for each degree distributions as given. link to a page q it encounters, the map function emits the To actually choose the random graph with n i message nodes pair (q, p). The MapReduce library will then pass pairs of and mi check nodes, we first apply the degree distribution to the form (q, P) to the reduce function, where P is the set of both sides of the graph, creating the right number of "edge all pages that point to page q. The reduce function can then slots" on each node. Then, a random permutation is chosen to simply output this pair (or perhaps process it somehow for match the edge slots on the two sides of the graph.2 faster lookup). given an index i of a node, we need to have fast access to Each check node in G1 computes a "check bit" by adding h dices of the. together (mod 2) all the message bits in its neighborhood. distrbution and the sndex i we can easily calculate the degree These m1 =n2 check bits are passed on the next graph G2, ditibto an th'ne,w a aiycluaetedge Thiheuses them to computeits2 check bits areipo n the n raph of the given node i, as well as the indices of the "edge slots" which uses them to compute its m2 check bits in the same associated with that node. Additionally, given the index of an manner. This continues for all k "layers," and the overall "edge slot" on the opposite side of the graph, we can derive the (systematic) code is the concatenation of the original n1 index of the node to which it is connected. Thus, we .iia vredi aryn rudteidxi degree distribution, then they can approach the capacity of the erasure channel. Specificaly,eachgrphhFor the purposes of encoding and decoding, we can think pair (i, pi hr V~C ,ad d is th maiu dere of each chunk as a logical "bit," since the only operations we will perform on the chunks will be to xor two of them Heewe do not have a final block code on the last encoding layer, as is the case with the "theoretical" Tornado codes in [1] . The codes we use are 2This may create multiedges, but these can be thrown out without a more in line with the "practical" codes defined in [1] , Section V.
problem [1] .
together. Thus for the remainder of the section, when we refer More formally, fix a particular check bit j. We have briefly summarized the application of the Google all check nodes are tested for the condition that their neigh-computing infrastructure to the problem of representing, enborhood is missing only one message bit (and if so, that bit coding and decoding a large Tornado code over the erasure is computed). channel, using many machines. Our experiments are ongoing, Our decoder (detailed below) will maintain a set X of and will be given in a subsequent report. It would be interestnewly-discovered message bits, as well as a set Y of partially-ing to see if other types of error-correcting codes like Turbo known check bit neighborhoods. We initialize X as the set of codes could also be scaled to large block lengths using these known message bits, and Y as the set of known check bits. sorts of techniques. Each MapReduce will run a map phase on X that essentially The author acknowledges Martin Pd for helpful discussions. mimics the encoding process, and then a reduce phase on both Y and the output of the map phase in order to discover new
